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Loxcreen introduces

ProVa-Drain grates
The Loxcreen Flooring Group has added high-

strength accessory grates to its ProVa-Drain 

product line. ProVa-Drain accessory grates are 

made of 304 stainless steel with PVD coated 

colors, in four finishes: stainless steel, black, 

brass and bronze. For details, circle 178 on 

the Reader Inquiry Card.

Marazzi’s Catwalk

designed for fashion
Marazzi USA’s Catwalk series glass mosaic 

features elongated strips in random widths 

and lengths with wide tonal ranges for a 

strong sense of movement, the company says. 

Catwalk comes standard in a 12” by 12” for-

mat, and is available in 10 colors. For details, 

circle 174 on the Reader Inquiry Card.

BR-111 recreates

tortoise-shell look 
BR-111 Exotic Hardwood Flooring has intro-

duced two new series, Macchiato Pecan and 

Cabernet Pecan, which recreate the appear-

ance of natural tortoise shell. Macchiato 

Pecan is available in 3 1/8” solid, 3 1/4” and 

5” engineered, as well as 5 3/4” mosaics; 

Cabernet Pecan comes in a 5” hand-scraped 

profile. For details, circle 170 on the Reader 

Inquiry Card.

Artemis’ American Slate collection

recreates variation of natural stone
Vitromex USA’s brand, Artemis, has introduced 

American Slate, an impervious glazed porce-

lain series that uses the latest technology to 

make each tile’s pattern unique. The natural 

stone look series comes in five colors, in 20” 

x 20”, 13” x 13”, and 13” x 20” sizes; bullnose 

and mesh-mounted mosaics are also avail-

able. For details, circle 168 on the Reader 

Inquiry Card.

Stoneskin mosaic tiles

offer peel & stick install
New from Stonexpress, Stoneskin is a 4-mm 

ultra-thin stone mosaic tile that is half the thick-

ness of traditional tiles. Stoneskin is available 

with peel-and-stick technology for adhesive-

free installation without dust, odors or VOCs, 

the company says. For details, circle 176 on 

the Reader Inquiry Card.

Noble Co. unveils

FreeStyle drain
New from the Noble Co., the FreeStyle Linear 

Drain allows for a single-slope shower base 

which accommodates large-profile tile and 

provides drain placement versatility. The 

FreeStyle Linear Drain is constructed of one-

piece, seamless PVC or ABS, and is avail-

able is six lengths and four brushed stainless 

strainer styles. For details, circle 172 on the 

Reader Inquiry Card.
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